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This Demo version of PhotoMorph may be copied only as long as all
files are included and unchanged.

This is the DEMO version of PhotoMorph and contains only some of the
functions of the full version. It is intended to  give you a look, feel, and flavor
of the Full version of PhotoMorph.

This version will allow you to load the provided projects (use the left-most icon
in the Project Editor) and to view previously created AVI animation files (use the AVI icon).
PhotoMorph is an optimized special effects product for Windows. It provides 
exceptionally fast Morphing, Warping, Transitions, and Video Distortion effects, 
over 30 effects in all. As you will see, a lot of effort has gone into making you the best
morphing interface possible. PhotoMorph is powerful enough the the Multimedia professional 
and friendly enough for the casual user.

PC Magazine awarded PhotoMorph the 'Best of 1993' title and said this in the review, 
"By far the strongest of the three morphing packages that are reviewed here, the $149.95 
PhotoMorph has the standard morphing and warping effects, but it's the only one that also
includes a screen capture utility, animated transitions, a suite of automatic distortion 
effects, 
and built-in titling. For a program that packs so many features into a single application, 
PhotoMorph is surprisingly simple to use" PC Magazine, Oct 26, 1993.

What additional features do you get when you purchase PhotoMorph?

High, Medium, and Low quality morphing
Support for the following picture file formats:

BMP, CLP, Windows DIB, GIF, PCX, RLE, Targa, TIFF, AMIGA IFF, Mac PICT
Animation Output to FLIC, AVI, and Targa Frames
Image editing with Cropping, Scaling, Rotation, Titling, Overlays, and many more
12 Transitions and Wipes
18 video distortion effects such as Wave, Tear, Zoom In, Ripple, Rotate, Shear, and many more.

Also available - PhotoMorph CD-ROM! The CD-ROM product comes packed with 
100+ MegaBytes of additional projects, pictures, animations, and demo software! 

You can purchase PhotoMorph from the following establishments:
North Coast Software (800) 274-9674
PC Connection (800) 243-8088
Tiger Software (800) 888-4437
PowerUp! (800) 851-2917

It is available at the following software stores:
Egghead Software
Software ETC
Electronic Boutique
WaldenSoft
CompuClassics
and J&R

System requirements for PhotoMorph:



386 CPU or better
4MB or RAM or more
256 VGA or better
Mouse or equivalent device

No math coprocessor is required for morphing, warping, or transitions. 
A coprocessor is required only for some advanced distortion effects.


